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ABSTRACT The linear peptide gramicidin forms prototypical ion channels specific for monovalent cations and has been used
extensively to study the organization, dynamics, and function of membrane-spanning channels. The tryptophan residues in
gramicidin channels are crucial for maintaining the structure and function of the channel. We explored the structural basis for
the reduction in channel conductance in the case of single-tryptophan analogs of gramicidin with three Trp / hydrophobic
substitutions using a combination of fluorescence approaches, which include red edge excitation shift and membrane pene-
tration depth analysis, size-exclusion chromatography, and circular dichroism spectroscopy. We show here that the gramicidin
analogs containing single-tryptophan residues adopt a mixture of nonchannel and channel conformations, as evident from
analysis of membrane penetration depth, size-exclusion chromatography, and backbone circular dichroism data. These results
are potentially useful in analyzing the effect of tryptophan substitution on the functioning of other ion channels and membrane
proteins.

INTRODUCTION

The biological membrane provides a unique environment to

membrane-spanning proteins and peptides, influencing their

structure and function. Membrane-spanning proteins have

distinct stretches of hydrophobic amino acids that form the

transmembrane domain and are reported to have significantly

higher tryptophan content than soluble proteins (1). In ad-

dition, it has been observed that tryptophan residues in in-

tegral membrane proteins and peptides are not uniformly

distributed but rather tend to be localized toward the mem-

brane interface. This is in part because they are involved in

hydrogen bonding (2) with the lipid carbonyl or phosphate

groups or interfacial water molecules, and in part because of

the rigid, aromatic indole ring (3,4). For instance, crystal

structures of membrane proteins such as the KcsA potassium

channel (5), bacteriorhodopsin (6), maltoporin (7), and others

have shown that most tryptophans are located in a saddle-like

‘‘aromatic belt’’ around the membrane interfacial region. Fur-

thermore, for transmembrane peptides and proteins, trypto-

phan has been found to be an efficient anchor at the membrane

interface (1,8) and defines the hydrophobic lengths of trans-

membrane helices (9).

In molecular terms, tryptophan is a distinctive amino acid

since it is capable of both hydrophobic and polar interactions.

This is due to the fact that although tryptophan has the polar

�NH group which is capable of forming hydrogen bonds, it

also has the largest nonpolar accessible surface area among

the naturally occurring amino acids (10). Due to its aroma-

ticity, the tryptophan residue is capable of p�p interactions

and weakly polar interactions (11). This amphipathic char-

acter of tryptophan gives rise to its hydrogen bonding prop-

erty and ability to function through long-range electrostatic

interactions (12). The amphipathic nature of tryptophan also

explains its interfacial localization in membranes (13), which

is characterized by specialized motional and dielectric char-

acteristics different from both the bulk aqueous phase and the

hydrocarbon-like deeper regions of the membrane (14), both

of which support more isotropic motions. The experimentally

determined interfacial propensity of tryptophan is the highest

among the naturally occurring amino acid residues, thereby

accounting for its specific interfacial localization in mem-

brane-bound peptides and proteins (13).

Among ion channels, gramicidin is a particularly powerful

model for clarifying the importance of tryptophan at the

membrane/water interface for channel structure and assem-

bly. In this study, we applied advanced fluorescence-based

approaches to characterize single-Trp gramicidins. The linear

peptide gramicidin forms prototypical ion channels specific

for monovalent cations and has been used extensively to

study the organization, dynamics, and function of membrane-

spanning channels (15–18). Gramicidin serves as an excel-

lent model for transmembrane channels due to its small size,

defined structure, ready availability, and the relative ease

with which chemical modifications can be performed. These

features make gramicidin unique among small membrane-
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active peptides and provide the basis for its use to explore the

principles that govern the folding and function of membrane-

spanning channels in particular and membrane proteins in

general (19,20).

The parent peptide gramicidin A (gA) has the sequence

shown in Fig. 1 a. The unique sequence of alternating L- and

D-chirality renders gramicidin sensitive to the environment

in which it is placed (21). Gramicidin therefore adopts a wide

range of environment-dependent conformations. Two major

folding motifs have been identified for gramicidin in various

media: i), the single-stranded helical dimer (the ‘‘channel’’

form), and ii), a family of double-stranded intertwined helices

(collectively known as the ‘‘nonchannel’’ form) (22). For

native gA, with four tryptophans in each monomer, the pre-

ferred (thermodynamically stable) conformation in mem-

branes is the single-stranded b6.3 helical dimer (23). The

transmembrane gramicidin channel is formed by the head-to-

head dimerization of b6.3 helices (24). The channel interior is

lined by the polar carbonyl and amide moieties of the peptide

backbone. Although the backbone organization is quite dif-

ferent, it is noteworthy that the selectivity filter of the bac-

terial KcsA K1 channel is also defined by peptide carbonyl

groups (17,21). In the transmembrane conformation, the

carboxy terminal ethanolamine is exposed to the membrane/

water interface, whereas the amino terminal formyl group is

buried within the hydrophobic core of the membrane. This

arrangement places the four tryptophan residues in a cluster

at the membrane/water interface at the entrance to the channel

(24–28). An important aspect of this conformation is the

membrane interfacial location of tryptophan residues, a

common feature of many transmembrane helices (3,29). On

the other hand, double helical nonchannel conformations of

gramicidin, incorporated into lipid bilayer membranes using

suitable solvents (30), are thermodynamically unstable in

membranes and spontaneously convert to the channel con-

formation (23,28,30). The distribution and depths of the

tryptophan residues constitute a major difference between

these two forms (28). In the nonchannel form, some of the

tryptophan residues are buried within the low dielectric

nonpolar region of the membrane, which is an energetically

unfavorable location for tryptophan residues (13). Such

conformations have been shown to exist in membranes with

polyunsaturated lipids (31) and in membranes with increased

acyl chain lengths (23,32).

The tryptophan residues in gramicidin channels are cru-

cial for maintaining the structure and function of the chan-

nel (25,33,34). The importance of the tryptophans has been

demonstrated by the observation that the cation conduc-

tivity of the channel decreases upon substitution of one or

all of the tryptophan residues by phenylalanine, tyrosine, or

naphthylalanine (12,35,36) and also upon ultraviolet (UV)

irradiation or chemical modification of the tryptophan side

chains (33,37,38). Additionally, gramicidins with Trp /
Phe substitutions have greater difficulty in forming mem-

brane-spanning dimeric channels (34,36). In this work, we

explored the structural basis for the reduction in channel-

forming propensity in the case of gramicidin analogs with

three Trp / Ser-t-butyl substitutions (i.e., single-tryptophan

analogs, lacking other aromatic rings) using a combination

of fluorescence approaches, which include red edge exci-

tation shift (REES), membrane penetration depth analysis,

circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, and size-exclusion

chromatography. The serine-t-butyl side chain was chosen

because it is approximately as hydrophobic as Phe yet is not

FIGURE 1 (a) Amino acid sequence and fluorescence

emission maxima of gA and the single-tryptophan analogs

used (B denotes Ser-t-butyl). Alternating D-amino acid res-

idues are underlined. The excitation wavelength was 280

nm and the data for gA is from Rawat et al. (28). (b) Effect

of changing excitation wavelength on the wavelength of

maximum emission for W(11,13,15)BgA (d), W(9,13,15)BgA

(s), W(9,11,15)BgA (h), and W(9,11,13)BgA (D) in

POPC membranes. It should be noted that the lines joining

the data points are provided merely as viewing guides. (c)

The magnitude of REES obtained for the single-tryptophan

analogs of gramicidin. The magnitude of REES corre-

sponds to the total shift in emission maximum when the

excitation wavelength is changed from 280 to 307 nm,

shown in (b). The concentration of POPC was 0.85 mM.

The peptide/POPC ratio was 1:50 (mol/mol). See Materials

and Methods for other details.
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aromatic. Remarkably, the chromatographic and single-

channel properties of Trp / Phe and Trp / Ser-t-butyl

substituted gramicidins are virtually indistinguishable (R. E.

Koeppe, D. V. Greathouse, and O. S. Andersen, unpublished

observations). In contrast to Trp, Ser-t-butyl is unable to

donate a hydrogen bond. The ether linkage is masked by the

large aliphatic t-butyl group, meaning that Ser-t-butyl is ex-

pected to be less amphipathic than Trp. The advantage of

using single-tryptophan analogs for fluorescence analysis is

that ground state heterogeneity in the tryptophan environ-

ment (27,39) is avoided, and any information obtained can be

correlated to the unique tryptophan residue in the sequence.

Moreover, the parallax method used to measure membrane

penetration depth (40) works best with single fluorophores in

the membrane, a condition satisfied by the single-tryptophan

analogs of gramicidin. Our results show that these analogs

adopt a predominantly nonchannel conformation in mem-

branes. Furthermore, the small fraction of molecules which

fold into single-stranded channels account for the reduced

channel-forming potency, whereas the lack of three of the

key Trp dipoles could result in reduced ion conductance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-

sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-(5-doxyl)stearoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine (5-PC), and 1-palmitoyl-2-(12-doxyl)stearoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine (12-PC) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids

(Alabaster, AL). 2-(9-anthroyloxy)stearic acid (2-AS) and 12-(9-anthro-

yloxy)stearic acid (12-AS) were from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). 1,2-

Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) was purchased from

Sigma Chemical (St. Louis, MO). Ultrapure grade acrylamide was from

Invitrogen Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA). The single-tryptophan analogs

of gramicidin were synthesized using methods described by Greathouse et al.

(41) with Fmoc-Ser-t-butyl replacing Fmoc-Trp at selected positions in the

gA sequence. 10-Doxylnonadecane (10-DN) was a generous gift from Prof.

Erwin London, SUNY, Stony Brook. The concentration of each single-Trp

gramicidin analog was estimated from a molar extinction coefficient (e) of

5500 M�1cm�1 at 280 nm. The purity of acrylamide was checked from its

absorbance using its molar extinction coefficient (e) of 0.23 M�1cm�1 at 295

nm and optical transparency beyond 310 nm (42). The concentration of a

stock solution of 10-DN in ethanol was calculated from its molar extinction

coefficient (e) of 12 M�1cm�1 at 422 nm (43). Lipids were checked for purity

by thin layer chromatography on silica gel precoated plates (Sigma) in

chloroform/methanol/water (65:35:5, v/v) and were found to give only one

spot in all cases with a phosphate-sensitive spray and subsequent charring

(44). The concentration of phospholipids was determined by phosphate assay

subsequent to total digestion by perchloric acid (45). DMPC was used as an

internal standard to assess lipid digestion. All other chemicals used were of

the highest purity available. Solvents used were of spectroscopic grade.

Water was purified through a Millipore (Bedford, MA) Milli-Q system and

used for all experiments.

Sample preparation

Experiments were performed using small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) of

POPC containing 2% (mol/mol) gramicidin analog. In general, 1280 nmol of

POPC in chloroform/methanol was mixed with 25.6 nmol of the gramicidin

analog in methanol. A few drops of chloroform were added to this solution.

The solution was mixed well and dried under a stream of nitrogen while

warming gently (;40�C) and dried further under a high vacuum for at least

12 h. The dried film was swelled in 1.5 ml of 10 mM sodium phosphate, 150

mM sodium chloride, pH 7.2 buffer, and samples were vortexed for 3 min to

uniformly disperse the lipids. The samples were sonicated to clarity under

argon (;30 min in short bursts while being cooled in an ice/water mixture)

using a Branson model 250 sonifier (Branson Ultrasonics, Dansbury, CT)

fitted with a microtip. The sonicated samples were centrifuged at 15,000 rpm

for 15 min to remove any titanium particles shed from the microtip during

sonication and incubated for 12 h at 65�C with continuous shaking. Samples

were incubated in dark at room temperature for 1 h before fluorescence or CD

measurements. Background samples were prepared the same way except that

the gramicidin analog was omitted. All experiments were done with multiple

sets of samples at 25�C.

In experiments involving fluorescence quenching, the total lipid used was

reduced (160 nmol) to avoid scattering artifacts. For experiments involving

10-DN, 160 nmol of POPC containing 10 mol % 10-DN was mixed with 3.2

nmol gramicidin analog. The solution was mixed well and dried as described

above. The dried lipid film was then carefully sonicated under argon to avoid

any damage to the spin label and incubated overnight at 65�C as described

above.

Depth measurements using the parallax method

The actual spin (nitroxide) content of the spin-labeled phospholipids (5- and

12-PC) was assayed using fluorescence quenching of anthroyloxy-labeled

fatty acids (2- and 12-AS) as described earlier (46). For depth measurements

using the parallax method, SUVs were prepared by sonication followed by

incubation at 65�C for 12 h as described above. These samples were made by

drying 160 nmol of POPC containing 15 mol % spin-labeled phospholipid

(5- or 12-PC) and 3.2 nmol of gramicidin under a stream of nitrogen while

being warmed gently (35�C) and then under a high vacuum for at least 3 h.

Duplicate samples were prepared in each case except for samples lacking the

quencher (5- or 12-PC) where triplicates were prepared. Background samples

lacking the fluorophore (gramicidin analog) were prepared in all experi-

ments, and their fluorescence intensity was subtracted from the respective

sample fluorescence intensity.

Average depths of the individual tryptophan residues in membrane-bound

gramicidin analogs were estimated by the parallax method (40) using the

equation

zcF ¼ Lc1 1 f½ð�1=pCÞ lnðF1=F2Þ � L2

21�=2L21g; (1)

where zcF¼ the depth of the fluorophore from the center of the bilayer, Lc1¼
the distance of the center of the bilayer from the shallow quencher (5-PC

in this case), L21 ¼ the difference in depth between the two quenchers (i.e.,

the transverse distance between the shallow and the deep quencher), and C¼
the two-dimensional quencher concentration in the plane of the membrane

(molecules/Å2). Here F1/F2 is the ratio of F1/Fo and F2/Fo in which F1 and F2

are fluorescence intensities in the presence of the shallow (5-PC) and deep

quencher (12-PC), respectively, both at the same quencher concentration C;

Fo is the fluorescence intensity in the absence of any quencher. All the bilayer

parameters used were the same as described previously (40).

Steady-state fluorescence measurements

Steady-state fluorescence measurements were performed with a Hitachi

F-4010 steady-state spectrofluorometer (Tokyo, Japan) using 1-cm path length

quartz cuvettes. Excitation and emission slits with a nominal bandpass of

5 nm were used. Background intensities of samples in which gramicidin was

omitted were subtracted from each sample spectrum to cancel out any con-

tribution due to the solvent Raman peak and other scattering artifacts. The
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spectral shifts obtained with different sets of samples were identical in most

cases. In other cases, the values were within 61 nm of those reported.

Dual quenching measurements

Quenching of gramicidin tryptophan fluorescence was estimated by mea-

surement of fluorescence intensity in the presence and absence of 0.3 M ac-

rylamide (taken from a freshly prepared 4 M stock solution in water) or 10 mol

% 10-DN (47). Samples were kept in dark for at least 1 h before measuring

fluorescence. For acrylamide quenching, the excitation wavelength was fixed

at 295 nm and emission was monitored at 334 nm in all cases. For 10-DN

quenching, the excitation wavelength was fixed at 295 nm and emission was

monitored at 334 nm except in the case of W(11,13,15)BgA, where emission

was monitored at 320 nm. For samples containing acrylamide, corrections for

inner filter effect were made using the following equation (48):

F ¼ Fobs antilog½ðAex 1 AemÞ=2�; (2)

where F is the corrected fluorescence intensity and Fobs is the background-

subtracted fluorescence intensity of the sample. Aex and Aem are the measured

absorbances at the excitation and emission wavelengths. The absorbances of

the samples were measured using a Hitachi U-2000 UV-visible absorption

spectrophotometer. Dual quenching ratios (Q-ratios) were calculated using

the equation (43)

Q-ratio ¼ ½ðFo=FacrylamideÞ � 1�=½ðFo=F10-DNÞ � 1�; (3)

where Fo is the fluorescence intensity in the absence of any quencher,

Facrylamide is the corrected fluorescence intensity in the presence of 0.3 M

acrylamide, and F10-DN is the fluorescence intensity in the presence of

10 mol % 10-DN.

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements

Fluorescence lifetimes were calculated from time-resolved fluorescence in-

tensity decays using a Photon Technology International (London, Western

Ontario, Canada) LS-100 luminescence spectrophotometer in the time-cor-

related single-photon counting mode. This machine uses a thyratron-gated

nanosecond flash lamp filled with nitrogen as the plasma gas (17 6 1 inches of

mercury vacuum) and is run at 22–25 kHz. Lamp profiles were measured at

the excitation wavelength using Ludox (colloidal silica) as the scatterer. To

optimize the signal/noise ratio, 5000 photon counts were collected in the peak

channel. All experiments were performed using excitation and emission slits

with a bandpass of 8 nm or less. The sample and the scatterer were alternated

after every 10% acquisition to ensure compensation for shape and timing

drifts occurring during the period of data collection. This arrangement also

prevents any prolonged exposure of the sample to the excitation beam, thereby

avoiding any possible photodamage to the fluorophore. The data stored in a

multichannel analyzer were routinely transferred to an IBM PC for analysis.

Fluorescence intensity decay curves so obtained were deconvoluted with the

instrument response function and analyzed as a sum of exponential terms:

FðtÞ ¼ Siaiexpð�t=tiÞ; (4)

where F(t) is the fluorescence intensity at time t and ai is a preexponential

factor representing the fractional contribution to the time-resolved decay of

the component with a lifetime ti such that Siai ¼ 1. The decay parameters

were recovered using a nonlinear least squares iterative fitting procedure

based on the Marquardt algorithm as described earlier (28). A fit was

considered acceptable when plots of the weighted residuals and the auto-

correlation function showed random deviation about zero with a minimum x2

value (generally not more than 1.2). Mean (average) lifetimes Ætæ for

biexponential decays of fluorescence were calculated from the decay times

and preexponential factors using the following equation (48):

Ætæ ¼ a1t
2

1 1 a2t
2

2

a1t1 1 a2t2

: (5)

Circular dichroism measurements

CD measurements were carried out at room temperature (25�C) on a JASCO

J-715 spectropolarimeter (Tokyo, Japan), which was calibrated with (1)-10-

camphorsulfonic acid. The spectra were scanned in a quartz optical cell with

a path length of 0.1 cm. All spectra were recorded in 0.5 nm wavelength

increments with a 4 s response and a bandwidth of 1 nm. For monitoring

changes in secondary structure, spectra were scanned in the far-UV range

from 200 to 280 nm at a scan rate of 100 nm/min. Each spectrum is the

average of 12 scans with a full-scale sensitivity of 10 mdeg. All spectra were

corrected for background by subtraction of appropriate blanks and were

smoothed making sure that the overall shape of the spectrum remained un-

altered. Data are represented as mean residue ellipticities and were calculated

using the formula

½u� ¼ uobs=ð10ClÞ; (6)

where uobs is the observed ellipticity in mdeg, l is the path length in cm, and

C is the concentration of peptide bonds in mol/L.

Size-exclusion chromatography

Size-exclusion chromatography was performed using an Ultrastyragel 1000 Å

column (Waters, Milford, MA) with a tetrahydrofuran mobile phase at a flow

rate of 1.0 mL/min, following the methods of Bañó et al. (49).

RESULTS

Fluorescence characteristics and red edge
excitation shifts of gramicidin analogs

The sequences of the single-tryptophan gramicidin analogs

used are shown in Fig. 1 a. Our objective was to examine the

immediate membrane environment experienced by the tryp-

tophan residue in each of these analogs, in the absence of

other aromatic rings, when bound to membranes. We have

earlier utilized the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of

gramicidin to effectively distinguish gramicidin conforma-

tions in membranes (28,50). In particular, we showed that

REES of gramicidin tryptophans is sensitive to the confor-

mation of membrane-bound gramicidin and could be used to

distinguish various conformations. A shift in the wavelength

of maximum fluorescence emission toward higher wave-

lengths, caused by a shift in the excitation wavelength toward

the red edge of the absorption band, is termed REES

(14,51,52). This effect is observed mostly with polar fluo-

rophores in motionally restricted environments, such as vis-

cous solutions or condensed phases where the dipolar

relaxation time for the solvent shell around a fluorophore is

comparable to or longer than its fluorescence lifetime. Al-

though other fluorescence techniques yield information about

the fluorophore itself, REES provides information about the

relative rates of solvent relaxation, which is not possible to

obtain by other techniques. REES can serve as a powerful

tool to monitor gramicidin conformations in membranes and

membrane-mimetic environments (27,28,39,53).

The fluorescence emission maximum of gramicidin in the

channel conformation in POPC membranes is 333 nm,

whereas the nonchannel conformation displays an emission

maximum at 335 nm, when excited at 280 nm (28). Fig. 1 a
shows the fluorescence emission maxima of the single-tryp-
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tophan analogs of gramicidin in POPC membranes. The

analog with the sole tryptophan at position 15 displays an

emission maximum of 335 nm. When the position of any one

of the tryptophans in the sequence is changed, the emission

maximum exhibits progressive blue shift. Thus, the grami-

cidin analogs with tryptophans at positions 13 and 11 show

emission maxima at 331 and 328 nm, respectively. Interest-

ingly, the analog with the sole tryptophan at position 9 dis-

plays an extremely blue-shifted emission maximum at 318

nm, suggesting that the environment around the tryptophan

may be very hydrophobic (see below). The variation in fluo-

rescence emission maximum among the analogs may be in-

dicative of differential localization of the tryptophans along

the membrane axis. This is particularly true for the non-

channel conformation of gramicidin where the tryptophan

residues are distributed more evenly along the backbone

manifold than in the channel conformation (28).

The shifts in the maxima of fluorescence emission of the

tryptophan residue of the gramicidin analogs as a function of

excitation wavelength are shown in Fig. 1 b (we have used

the term ‘‘maximum of fluorescence emission’’ in a some-

what wider sense here. In every case, we monitored the

wavelength corresponding to maximum fluorescence inten-

sity, as well as the center of mass of the fluorescence emis-

sion. In most cases, both these methods yielded the same

wavelength. In cases where minor discrepancies were found,

the center of mass of emission has been reported as the fluo-

rescence maximum 0. As the excitation wavelength is

changed from 280 to 307 nm, the emission maximum is

shifted from 335 to 340 nm in the case of Trp-15, from 331 to

335 nm for Trp-13, and 328 to 335 nm for Trp-11. The shifts

correspond to REES of 4–7 nm in these cases (Fig. 1 c). It is

possible that there could be further red shift if excitation is

carried out beyond 307 nm. We found it difficult to work in

this wavelength range due to low signal/noise ratio and ar-

tifacts due to the solvent Raman peak that sometimes remains

even after background subtraction. Such dependence of the

emission maximum on excitation wavelength is characteristic

of REES and implies that the individual tryptophans are lo-

calized in motionally restricted regions. In contrast, a some-

what surprising enhanced REES of 15 nm is observed for

Trp-9, from 318 to 333 nm, when the excitation wavelength is

changed from 280 to 307 nm. In addition to the dependence of

fluorescence emission maxima on the excitation wavelength,

fluorescence polarization also depends on the excitation and

emission wavelengths in motionally restricted environments

(54). All the single-tryptophan gramicidin analogs display

wavelength-dependent fluorescence polarization (not shown).

This finding reinforces the motional restriction for the single-

tryptophan residues of the analogs.

Fluorescence lifetime serves as a sensitive indicator of the

local environment and polarity in which a given fluorophore

is placed (55). A typical decay profile of a gramicidin analog

with biexponential fitting and statistical parameters is shown

in Fig. 2. The fluorescence decays could be fitted well using a

biexponential function. The mean fluorescence lifetimes

(Table 1), calculated using Eq. 5, for the individual trypto-

phans in the single-Trp gramicidin analogs are found to be

2.25 (Trp-15), 1.58 (Trp-13), 1.98 (Trp-11), and 1.57 ns in

the case of Trp-9. The relatively small variations in mean

fluorescence lifetime could possibly be due to different

mixtures of conformations (see below) as well as different

average Trp positions among the different gramicidin ana-

logs. In addition, fluorescence lifetime is known to depend on

the excitation and emission wavelength in motionally re-

stricted environments (54). All the single-tryptophan grami-

cidin analogs displayed wavelength-dependent fluorescence

lifetime (not shown), thereby confirming motional restriction

for each of the tryptophan residues.

Gramicidin conformations

Circular dichroism spectroscopy

The variation in fluorescence parameters among the grami-

cidin analogs may be indicative of differential localization of

the tryptophan residues in the membrane. Since the distri-

bution and depths of the tryptophan residues constitute a

major difference between the channel and nonchannel con-

FIGURE 2 Representative time-resolved fluorescence intensity decay of

W(11,13,15)BgA in POPC membranes. Excitation wavelength was at 297

nm, which corresponds to a peak in the spectral output of the nitrogen lamp.

Emission was monitored at 330 nm. The sharp peak on the left is the lamp

profile. The relatively broad peak on the right is the decay profile, fitted to a

biexponential function. The two lower plots show the weighted residuals and

the autocorrelation function of the weighted residuals. All other conditions

are as in Fig. 1. See Materials and Methods for other details.
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formations of gramicidin (28), we examined the backbone

conformation of the gramicidin analogs using CD spectros-

copy, which has been used previously to distinguish various

conformations of gramicidin (23,28,30). The CD spectra of

the gramicidin analogs are shown in Fig. 3, along with the

spectrum for gramicidin in the channel conformation for

reference. The characteristic single-stranded b6.3-channel

conformation has characteristic peaks of positive ellipticity

around 218 and 235 nm, a valley around 230 nm, and neg-

ative ellipticity below 208 nm.

The CD spectra of the gramicidin analogs are varied (Fig. 3),

and each deviates from the spectrum of the channel confor-

mation. Interestingly, the CD spectra of the gramicidin analogs

lack the contribution of aromatic residues (i.e., the tryptophan

residues that are substituted by ser-t-butyl in the analogs). Al-

though this may be a reason for some of the differences in CD

spectra in Fig. 3, a change in backbone conformation of the

gramicidin analogs as compared to native gramicidin cannot be

ruled out. The spectra of the gramicidin analogs are consistent

with spectra expected from mixtures of channel and non-

channel conformations (56), with W(9,11,13)BgA showing the

greatest proportion of the nonchannel form. This interpretation

of the CD spectra is also consistent with the findings from size-

exclusion chromatography.

Size-exclusion chromatography

All the analogs also show substantial amounts of double-

stranded conformers when examined by size-exclusion

chromatography (Table 2), from ;10% for W(11,13,15)BgA

to ;50% for W(9,11,13)BgA. There is not a strong lipid

dependence for the mixture of conformations, as the results

are substantially similar in POPC and DMPC (Table 2). It is

therefore clear that the backbone conformation of the single-

tryptophan analogs is markedly different from the native

gramicidin channel conformation.

Membrane penetration depths of
gramicidin analogs

As shown in Fig. 1 a, the tryptophan residues of the grami-

cidin analogs display a progressive blue shift with the change

in position of the residue in the gramicidin sequence. Such a

position dependence of the emission maximum indicates

different average locations for the various tryptophan resi-

dues along the membrane axis. The blue shifts and other data

are also consistent, with Trp-9 being 90% single-stranded

(Table 2) (yet still relatively buried), Trp-15 being solvent-

exposed (in both of its conformations), and Trp-11/Trp-13

being intermediate cases, each within a conformational mix-

ture. The different average locations also would imply that

the accessibility of the aqueous environment to the trypto-

phan residues would also be graded. The location, depth,

orientation, and distribution of the tryptophan residues of

gramicidin are different in the channel and nonchannel con-

formations (25–28), although Trp-9 is relatively more buried

in both conformations. The distribution of tryptophans along

the membrane axis is more pronounced in the nonchannel

conformation (57). Analysis of membrane penetration depths

of individual tryptophan residues could therefore provide

additional information.

Acrylamide quenching of tryptophan fluorescence is

widely used to monitor tryptophan environments in proteins

(58). However, acrylamide quenching of gramicidin trypto-

FIGURE 3 Far-UV CD spectra of gramicidin (long-dashed line),

W(11,13,15)BgA (dotted line), W(9,13,15)BgA (dash-dotted line),

W(9,11,15)BgA (short-dashed line), and W(9,11,13)BgA (solid line) in

POPC membranes. All conditions are as in Fig. 1. See Materials and

Methods for other details.

TABLE 2 Nonchannel conformer population for

single-tryptophan gramicidin analogs in lipid vesicles

based on size-exclusion chromatography

Gramicidin analog DMPC POPC

W(11,13,15)BgA 5% 12%

W(9,13,15)BgA 21% 32%

W(9,11,15)BgA 37% 32%

W(9,11,13)BgA 43% 48%

The percentage of gramicidin analog present in double-stranded (non-

channel) conformation is listed. The peptide/lipid ratio was 1:50 (mol/mol)

in all cases. See Materials and Methods for other details.

TABLE 1 Fluorescence lifetimes of single-tryptophan analogs

of gramicidin

Gramicidin analog a1 t1 (ns) a2 t2 (ns) Ætæ* (ns)

W(11,13,15)BgA 0.08 3.38 0.92 0.50 1.57

W(9,13,15)BgA 0.13 3.51 0.87 0.57 1.98

W(9,11,15)BgA 0.10 3.00 0.91 0.40 1.58

W(9,11,13)BgA 0.11 4.14 0.89 0.58 2.25

The excitation wavelength was 297 nm and emission was set at 330 nm. All

other conditions are as in Fig. 1. See Materials and Methods for other

details. The sequence of the gramicidin analogs is as in Fig. 1 a.

*Calculated using Eq. 5.
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phan fluorescence is relatively insensitive to the distribution

of tryptophan residues across the membrane axis (28), which

could result from permeation of acrylamide into the mem-

brane bilayer (59). To eliminate such possible complications,

we utilized a dual quenching approach (43) to estimate the

average location and distribution of the tryptophan residues

in the single-Trp gramicidin analogs. This method is based on

the differential accessibility of an aqueous and membrane-

bound quencher to membrane-bound tryptophan residues.

We utilized the aqueous quencher acrylamide and membrane-

bound spin label quencher 10-DN to calculate a Q-ratio,

which has been found to have an approximate linear rela-

tionship with fluorophore depth in the membrane (43). Spin

labels are strong quenchers of a wide range of fluorophores,

including tryptophans (40,60,61). The use of two quenchers

in the Q-ratio should amplify sensitivity by canceling out

nondepth related effects on quenching.

Fig. 4 shows the quenching of gramicidin tryptophan fluo-

rescence in the presence of fixed concentrations of acrylamide

or 10-DN. Acrylamide quenching does not appear to be sen-

sitive to the different tryptophan residues of the gramicidin

analogs. Fluorescence quenching by 10-DN appears to be

more sensitive to the gramicidin analogs. The Q-ratios, cal-

culated using Eq. 3, are shown in Fig. 4. The Q-ratio exhibits

significant dependence on the position of the tryptophan res-

idues in the sequence of the gramicidin analogs and varies

between 0.08 for Trp-9 and 0.93 for Trp-15. The lower Q-ratio

for W(11,13,15)BgA is consistent with an (average) trypto-

phan position deeper in the membrane, whereas a higher

Q-ratio for W(9,11,13)BgA is representative of a tryptophan

residue at shallow regions of the membrane (43).

Although analysis of membrane depths by the dual quench-

ing approach is useful (62), it should be noted that it does not

provide absolute values for fluorophore depth in the membrane

bilayer. The parallax method (40) involves determination of

the parallax in the apparent locations of fluorophores by

comparing fluorescence quenching by phospholipids spin-

labeled at two different depths. The average depths of pene-

tration of the individual tryptophan residues in the single-Trp

gramicidin analogs, estimated using this method, are shown

in Table 3. The average depths of the ensemble of four

tryptophans of native gramicidin in the channel and non-

channel conformations are also shown. These results are to be

interpreted with some degree of caution due to a number of

reasons. Importantly, the depths obtained are influenced by

‘‘conformational averaging’’. For example, previous work

using molecular dynamics simulations have revealed mo-

tional flexibility, giving rise to conformational heterogeneity

of Trp-9 in gramicidin (63).

Since the parallax method is an intensity-based approach,

these results would be further complicated by any heteroge-

neity in fluorescence quantum yields of individual tryptophan

residues arising due to environmental sensitivity. In addition,

it should be noted that dynamic considerations, in addition to

conformational averaging, may also influence the quenching

and the (apparent) parallax calculation (Eq. 1). For these

reasons, caution should be exercised in interpreting the

numbers in Table 3. Importantly, the reported depth for

W(11,13,15)BgA might be particularly susceptible to the

effects of averaging despite the fact that only a single tryp-

tophan is present in the gramicidin sequence. In the non-

channel conformation, the tryptophans would be placed at a

graded series of membrane depths, whereas in the channel

FIGURE 4 Quenching and Q-ratios of tryptophan fluorescence of gram-

icidin analogs in POPC membranes. Fo is the fluorescence intensity in the

absence of quencher (acrylamide or 10-DN), and F is the fluorescence

intensity in the presence of quencher (acrylamide or 10-DN). The open bars

represent quenching by 0.3 M acrylamide, and the hatched bars represent

quenching by 10 mol % 10-DN. Data shown represent mean 6 SE of at least

three independent measurements. For acrylamide quenching, the excitation

wavelength was fixed at 295 nm and emission was monitored at 334 nm

in all cases. For 10-DN quenching, the excitation wavelength was fixed at

295 nm and emission was monitored at 334 nm except in the case of

W(11,13,15)BgA, where emission was monitored at 320 nm. The filled bars

represent Q-ratios calculated according to Eq. 1. The concentration of POPC

was 0.11 mM. All other conditions are as in Fig. 1. See Materials and

Methods for other details.

TABLE 3 Membrane penetration depths of the tryptophan

residue in single-tryptophan analogs of gramicidin by the

parallax method

Gramicidin analog

Depth from the center

of the bilayer zcF (Å)

Gramicidin (channel)* 11.0

Gramicidin (nonchannel)* 7.3

W(11,13,15)BgA 1.3

W(9,13,15)BgA 5.5

W(9,11,15)BgA 10.7

W(9,11,13)BgA 12.5

Depths were calculated from fluorescence quenchings obtained with sam-

ples containing 15 mol % of 5-PC and 12-PC and using Eq. 1. Samples

were excited at 280 nm, and emission was monitored at 335 nm. The

gramicidin/total lipid ratio was 1:50 (mol/mol). See Materials and Methods

for other details.

*From Rawat et al. (28).
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conformation all the tryptophans are clustered at the mem-

brane interface. Taken together, the observed data from all

the methods support a mixed population of nonchannel and

channel conformers for each of the single-Trp gramicidins,

possibly involving additional dynamic averaging.

DISCUSSION

Gramicidin serves as an excellent model for transmembrane

channels due to its small size, ready availability, and the

relative ease with which chemical modifications can be per-

formed. These features make gramicidin unique among small

membrane-active peptides and provide the basis for using

gramicidin to explore principles that govern the folding and

function of membrane-spanning channels in particular and

membrane proteins in general. It is interesting to note that

gramicidin represents a useful model for realistic determi-

nation of conformational preference in a lipid bilayer envi-

ronment despite the alternating sequence of L-D chirality

generally not encountered in naturally occurring peptides and

proteins. This is because the dihedral angle combinations

generated in the conformation space by various gramicidin

conformations are ‘‘allowed’’ according to the Ramachandran

plot (64). Gramicidin channels share important structural

features, such as membrane interfacial localization of tryp-

tophan residues, a channel interior being made of the peptide

backbone, and ion selectivity arising out of backbone inter-

actions, with other naturally occurring channel proteins, in-

cluding the bacterial KcsA K1 channel (17,21,65).

It should be mentioned here that the anisotropic segmental

mobility, typically exhibited by membrane bilayers (14,66),

may influence our results. For example, the depth values

reported in Table 3 represent averages over the various ori-

entations in the timescale of measurement (nanosecond).

Since the deeper regions of the bilayer are characterized by

large motions, the depth of Trp-9 in W(11,13,15)BgA would

be especially sensitive to such motional variation. These

motional variations would be smaller in the case of Trp-15 in

W(9,11,13)BgA. Similarly, the observed REES of Trp-9 in

W(11,13,15)BgA could correspond to a ground state con-

formational heterogeneity, which could contribute to a rela-

tively large magnitude of REES.

Tryptophan substitution has been shown to affect channel

inactivation and gating in the case of the nicotinic acetyl-

choline receptor and cardiac sodium channels (67,68). The

tryptophan residues in gramicidin channels have been earlier

shown to be vital for maintaining the functional conformation

of the channel (25,33,34). Indeed, when one subunit contains

no tryptophans and the other subunit has reversed chirality,

double-stranded channels may result (69). The channel con-

ductance also is lowered irrespective of the manner in which

tryptophan residues are perturbed (photolysis, chemical modi-

fication, substitution by other amino acids) (12,33,35–38).

These findings bring out the crucial importance of the trypto-

phan residues of gramicidin in its ion channel function.

Interestingly, it has been recently shown that gramicidin

tryptophans are also important for proton conduction across

the membrane (70). In this work, we show that the gramicidin

analogs containing single-tryptophan residues (the others

being replaced by Ser-t-butyl) adopt a mixture of channel and

nonchannel conformations, as evident from analysis of mem-

brane depth, size-exclusion chromatography, and backbone

CD data. The size-exclusion data suggest that the fraction of

nonchannel conformer(s) increases as the lone Trp is moved

outward from position 9 to 15 (Table 2). The fluorescence

quenching analysis indicates that Trp-9 is likely to be acces-

sible to the deep quencher (12-PC) in each of the major con-

formations. Taken together, the methods used in this study

show that the single-Trp gramicidins, as well as gramicidins

that lack tryptophans (34,69), fold into mixtures of single-

stranded and double-stranded conformations, thereby imply-

ing the importance of tryptophan residues in membrane

protein folding and function.
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